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What is a “Panto”? 

 

Panto is a type of theatrical comedy often performed around the winter holiday season – especially 
in the United Kingdom where it is most popular. Panto is much more rare in the United States;       
audiences who can travel to People’s Light in Malvern get a unique theatre experience that many 
other parts of our country never see. 
 
The style of theatre we now know as “Panto” takes its name from the word pantomime. The early 
English pantomimes were silent or "dumb show" performances consisting of only dancing and   
gestures. Until restrictions were changed, spoken drama was allowed  only in a few licensed       
theatres in London, so pantos were an alternative to those theatres and their “serious”                    
entertainment. Even as pantos later began to use dialogue, visual comedy elements entertaining 
audiences through physical action, outlandish costumes, and props have always been an important 
part of the style – as it still is today. 
 
Panto evolved the from traditions of commedia dell’ arte (with its recognizable stock characters 
and physical humor), the Twelfth Night holiday (celebrating the reversal of roles, including servants 
who could become masters for a night), Epiphany, and the Festival of Fools.  
 
Twisting something well-known so it surprises us is one of the best ways to get a laugh! Most pantos 
use very familiar stories such as fairytales to provide the basis for the plot, and then add                     
unexpected changes.  

Pantos will usually include: 
 

 

• A battle between good and evil 

• A hero or heroine 

• A villain 

• A comic duo * 

• A “Dame”: a female character who is          

performed by a male actor * 

• “Skin parts”: animal characters  

• Music and dance 

• Slapstick * 

• Audience participation of many kinds,        

including cheering for the good guys and 
booing the bad guys, or even audience  
members coming onto the stage when        
invited by the actors 

• A “silly song”: the cast may teach the          

audience to sing along 

• A “messy bit” in which two comic characters 

make an absolute mess       

• Jokes or references to local events,           

government, famous people, and current 
events, sometimes deliberately provocative 
to get a big reaction! 

From the director, David Bradley: 
 

“We need big, welcoming places where when 
you say hello, people say hello back. We need 
spaces where you can cheer the heroes and 

boo the villains, but where the villains are     
actually harmless in the end and even the  

booing’s all in good fun, not boorish or         
bullying. We need to keep company with our 

most open, generous selves.  
 

When the curtain closes on Cinderella, that 
serious, important world will be right where 

we left it. But maybe we all can meet it with a 
dose of panto—a generous spirit, a touch of 

tap, and a little more moxie for the messy bits.  
 

So have at it… cheer, boo, make a wish. We 
need it. Oh yes we do!!!” 

* See additional notes on next page! 
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The “Dame” 
 
Following the Twelfth Night tradition of        
swapping identities, in parts of Panto history it 
was common to feature a man playing a female    
character as well as a woman playing a male 
character. This was back in a time period when 
it would be shocking to see a woman’s legs in 
pants instead of all covered up by a long skirt. 
Seeing women wearing pants is no longer a big 
surprise for modern audiences, and so women 
playing men has faded away somewhat now that 
we see women in pants every day. However, 
costume designers (like Rosemarie McKelvey 
for this production) still love to create              
outrageous looks with over-the-top dresses for 
the panto Dame. Can every costume change be 
even a bit crazier than the one before? 

Cinderella Challenge! 
 

• The idea of role reversal is important in the 

Cinderella plot! Which characters reverse 
roles? How does it change what you        
expect to see happen? How does the 
switch add to the humor? 

 

• In addition to “The Dame” character, this 

production of Cinderella also has a female 
performer dressed as a male character. 
It’s not quite as obvious – can you spot the 
swap? 

 

• Comic duo – we have not one but two    

comic duos in Cinderella! Who are they? 
Which do you think are the funniest and 
why? 

 

• Cinderella does not use any actual slap-

stick devices, but there are LOTS of extra 
sound effects added for comedy. Listen for 
sounds that make you laugh all the way 
through the play. 

Costume rendering for Hazel Opfinder by designer       

Rosemarie McKelvey 

Slapstick 
 
Slapstick is a term for exaggerated physical 
comedy, often including stunts where                
characters appear to do things to get hurt:             
tripping, falling, knocking into things, getting hit 
by objects or people. It always an illusion and 
the actors are completely safe, but this makes it 
possible for the stage action to be extra           
ridiculous. The word “slapstick” comes from a 
device with the same name: two flexible pieces 
of wood joined together at one end, used to    
produce a loud slapping noise. Imagine a fight 
between two characters on stage; one gives the 
other a tiny slap on the cheek and a huge 
“CRACK!” sounds out. The surprise and the    
exaggeration can make us laugh, and the actors 
don’t even have to really touch each other! 
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Audience Etiquette and the 
Panto 

All live theatre performances are special because the audience and the performers are in the space 
together. Here’s what you should know! 

DO REACT! 
 

At any play – not just a Panto – it 
is wonderful to gasp if  you are             

surprised, to laugh if  something 
is funny, to clap when you are              

impressed, and to react to what 
you’re seeing on the stage.     

Actors can hear your reactions, 
and they can feel when you are 
focused, involved, and enjoying 

the story they are bringing to 
life for you. 

DON’T DISTRACT! 
 

Making noise about something 
that is NOT in the play is the    

only reaction you should try to 
avoid. (For example, try not to 
start a conversation with the 

person sitting next to you about 
how your shirt is itchy!) You’ll 

distract the people around you – 
and in the theatre they can’t 
press a rewind button to go 

back and see what they missed. 

DO SAVE YOUR       
QUESTIONS! 

 
After the performance actors 
will take some questions from 

the audience. If  there is      
something you want to know, 

this is your chance! Many        
audiences also write letters to 
the artists after the play, and 

you can put questions into  
your letter.  

DO TALK BACK! 
 

Sometimes the characters will 
speak directly to the audience. 
If  a character asks you to cheer 
or boo, or asks a question – you 
can respond! But if  a character 
asks their question to another 

character in the story, then you 
will want to stay quiet so you 

can hear the answer! 
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Stories and Surprises 

 
Can you tell the story of Cinderella in just ten steps? Consider beginning, middle, and end. What   
elements do you think absolutely must be part of the story? 
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Variations across time and around 
the world 
 

Cinderella is not just one story; more than 500 
versions have been found in Europe alone. The 
tale’s origins appear to date back to a Chinese 
story from the ninth century.  
 

China, 860 A.D. 
Ye Xian is a hardworking and lovely girl who     
befriends a fish, which is killed by her step-
mother. Ye Xian saves the bones, which are 
magic, and they help her dress appropriately 
for a festival. When she loses her slipper after a 
fast exit, the king finds her and falls in love with 
her. 
 

Indo-Malay, medieval times 
Anne De Fernandez befriends a talking fish 
named Gold-Eyes, who is the reincarnation of 
Anne’s mother. Gold-Eyes is tricked and killed 
by Anne’s cruel stepmother named Tita Waway. 
Tita and her ugly daughters eat Gold-Eyes while 
Anne is sent on an errand. When Tita courts the 
Prince of Talamban for one of her own      
daughters, he falls in love with Anne. He finds 
an intriguingly small gold slipper that, after a 
search, fits Anne. 
 

Korea 
Pear Blossom must perform impossible tasks 
for her stepmother, such as filling a leaky water 
jar and polishing grains of rice. She succeeds 
with the help of a frog and birds. A magistrate 
who notices her on the road traces her to her 
house using her sandal.  
 

Ojibwa 
This tale features a girl who is overworked by 
her sisters and who wishes to meet the invisible 
warrior. Because of her goodness and inner  
vision she sees him and becomes his bride. 

Cinderella Challenge! 
 

• What ingredients do the international     
variations on this story have in common? 
Are they elements you included in your ten 
step story?(on the previous page)  

 
• Our Cinderella has elements of a murder 

mystery! What in this story do you think 
could be changed to make this fairytale 
into a mystery? Which characters would 
solve the mystery? Use the character map 
on the next page to help you make a plan. 

 
• Can you change the story of Cinderella into 

other styles? Can you make it an               
adventure? A tragedy? A ghost story?   
Science-fiction? Find a change you could 
make in the beginning, middle, and end of 
the story to tell your own version! How 
might changing the setting also change the 
characters and the plot? 

From the playwright, Kathryn Petersen 
 

“I always do a lot of research in the origins of 
the tale. I like to mash the various versions up. 
So that’s why with Cinderella you have a fairy 
god tree, because in some cultures a magical 
tree helps her get the wishes she needs to go 

to the ball. And I really think about what        
inspires me, and ask: ‘Why do I need to tell the 

tale?’ and ‘What’s there that’s fun?’” 

France, 1697 
Cendrillon Ou la Petite Pantoufle de de Vair 
(Cinderella or the Little Glass Slipper)  
Written by author Charles Perrault, this is the 
emergence of the Cinderella most modern        
audiences recognize. It adds the magic pump-
kin, the fairy godmother, and introduces the 
glass slippers. 

There are many  

published versions of  

Cinderella stories from around the world. 

Investigate at your library! 
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Prince Aidan  
The Prince of Sargasso 
Tyler Fauntleroy 

Hazel Opfinder 
Ella’s (Dead) Mother 
& Fairy God Tree 
Mark Lazar 

Oliver Opfinder  
Ella’s Father, an Inventor 
Tom Teti 

Poisianna Loosestrife 
Older Stepsister 
Nicole Stacie 

Invasia Loosestrife 
Younger Stepsister 
Tori Lewis 

Tom Cat 
Christopher Patrick 
Mullen 

Sudsy Squirrel 
Susan McKey 

Big Gus 
Mary Elizabeth 
Scallen 

Flea  
Christian Giancaterino 

Ella Opfinder 
“Cinderella”  
Caroline Strang 

Who’s Who in CINDERELLA: A Musical Panto 

Characters and the Actors Who Play Them 

Barnaby  
The Prince’s Valet 
Luke Bradt 

Baroness Lucretia Loosestrife  
Evil Stepmother 
Kim Carson 
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Synopsis 

A funeral gathering mourns the death of HAZEL      
OPFINDER, wife of OLIVER and mother to ELLA. 
Ella’s animal friends, TOM CAT, BIG GUS, SUDSY 
SQUIRREL and FLEA suspect foul play, but have 
no clues about why Hazel died so suddenly at 
tea. The BARONESS LUCRETIA LOOSESTRIFE plots 
to  marry Oliver so that she and her daughters, 
POISIANNA and INVASIA can enjoy the comfort of 
his money. Ella misses her mother, and plants a 
hazel tree in remembrance of Hazel. 
 
PRINCE AIDAN of Sargasso travels to meet        
eligible young women, though he confesses to 
BARNABY, his valet, that he is sick of following all 
the rules and expectations a Prince must meet. 
Aidan and Barnaby agree to trade places as he 
continues his search. 
 
Oliver attempts to look out for Ella’s happiness 
– including presenting her with a pair of       
barnstormer goggles because of her passion 
for airplanes – but the rest of the family is     
completely consumed by preparations to meet 
Prince Aidan at the upcoming costume ball. 
Poisianna and Invasia’s sibling rivalry and     
mutual sabotage results in a giant mess, which 
might prevent Ella from attending the ball.    
Fortunately Ella has the assistance of her       
animal friends (and the audience!) to restore 
perfect tidiness. 
 
During the clean-up, Tom Cat is thrilled to      
discover a secret stash of what he thinks is    
catnip, but turns out to be a tin of poisoned tea. 
The pets believe they have found a murder 
weapon; they still need to identify Hazel’s    
murderer. 
 
Although Ella has cleaned the house to           
perfection, Lucretia convinces her that Hazel’s 
old dress is too shabby to meet the Prince, and 
Ella stays behind while the rest of the family 
heads to the ball. Fortunately, Ella’s hazel tree 
has grown to become her Fairy God Tree, with 
the magical power to provide everything Ella 
needs to attend in style. 

 
At the Malvernistan Mayor’s Mansion, 
Barnaby greets the arriving guests as if he is 
the prince. The Loosestrife family fails to        
impress him, but meanwhile Prince Aidan has 
found the “real ball” – in the mayor’s hidden 
speakeasy. Ella and Barnaby meet, she tells 
“the prince” her name, and they dance            
together. Lucretia recognizes Ella and             
becomes suspicious.  
 
Prince Aidan also meets Ella, and they talk 
about the joy of flying and freedom. Aidan asks 
Ella to run away with him, but she refuses. 
When Barnaby and Aidan realize they are both 
wooing Ella the two men fight; Ella flees (with 
both her shoes) leaving the two men to chase 
after her. 
 
The Fairy God Tree is thrilled to hear about 
Ella’s evening until noticing that Ella still has 
both her glass slippers; she sends the pets to 
take a shoe to the prince so he will be inspired 
search for her. Meanwhile the Fairy God Tree 
threatens Lucretia to stop tormenting Ella, but 
Lucretia retaliates with a chainsaw. 
 
Sudsy Squirrel delivers one of Ella’s shoes to 
Prince Aidan so he can quest to discover the 
vanished princess. Eventually Barnaby and   
Aidan reach the Loosestrife family, but of 
course the shoe only fits Ella. Prince Aidan and 
Barnaby both declare their love.  
 
Hazel is reincarnated as a bluebird and           
accuses Lucretia of murder. The pets provide 
the tin of poisoned tea as evidence, and          
Lucretia is found guilty.  
 
The resolution of the mystery leaves Ella with 
the important question of what to do with her 
future and her two suitors. She decides to      
follow her dreams… and become an airplane 
pilot. She invites her best friends along for her 
next adventure. 
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Exploring the Setting 

 
In keeping with the “anything is possible” spirit 
of Panto, our artists chose the era of the 1920s 
because it represented that attitude in several 
ways.  
 
The most familiar symbol of the “Roaring    
Twenties” is probably the flapper: a young 
woman with bobbed hair and short skirts. No 
more corsets — looser clothing allowed them to 
move! 
 
Access to travel increased in this era, with     
automobiles becoming more affordable and 
more accessible. Air travel remained the      
privilege of the wealthy, but the image of pilots 
crossing the skies captured the imagination of 
many. In Cinderella, Ella’s hero is Bessie      
Coleman, who became an entertainer as a stunt 
pilot in 1922.   
 
In the Jazz Age young people wanted to dance 
to modern music and modern dances like the 
Charleston. Some objected to jazz music’s 
“vulgarity”, but many in the younger generation 
loved the freedom they felt on the dance floor. 
 
Some freedoms were expanded while others 
were curtailed. The 1920s also included          
Prohibition, the result of the 18th Amendment 
ending legal alcohol sales. Combined with the 
explosion of jazz music and clubs, the stage 
was set for speakeasies, spaces where people 
would go in secret to buy illegally produced    
alcohol, dance, and generally feel free. Guests 
often needed a secret word to enter. 

From the playwright, Kathryn Petersen: 
 

“Having Cinderella set in the 20s [got me] 
thinking about the different groups you have.  

 

What if the “skin parts” [animal characters] 
were 20s gangster animals trying to help solve 

a crime?  
 

And then you’ve got the sisters who want to be 
flappers. Flappertastic!  

 

And then playing with the Prince and his valet 
Barnaby… an old vaudeville team.” 

Flapper costume 

sketch (left) 

compared with a 

real photo from 

the period 

(right), pilot  

Bessie Coleman 

(bottom) 

A secret speakeasy entrance. 
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Arts Discovery Supporters 
 

These corporations and foundations receive our 
special thanks for their steadfast support  

of our arts education programs, Arts Discovery. 
 
 

Arts Discovery Trailblazers 
 

The Hamilton Family Charitable Trust 
The Knight Foundation 

The Marshall-Reynolds Foundation 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts  

The William Penn Foundation 
Woodward McCoach 

The Wyncote Foundation 
 

Arts Discovery Partners 
 

CHUBB 
The Connelly Foundation 

DNB First 
Philadelphia Insurance Companies 
The Vanguard Group Foundation 

Voya Financial Inc. 
Voya Foundation 

Whole Foods Market 
WSFS Bank 

 

Arts Discovery Champions 
 

Andrea Mills Barbieri Foundation 
First Resource Bank 

Sedwick CMS 
SEI 

 

Arts Discovery Ambassadors 
 

Beneficial Bank 
Customers Bank 

Devereaux Foundation 
Ernst & Young 

J.P. Mascaro & Sons 
KPMG 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
Star Print Mail, Inc. 

West Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
 

Arts Discovery Advocates 
 

Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation 
 
 

Arts Discovery is also generously supported by 
hundreds of gifts from generous individuals. 

Upcoming Arts  
Discovery Programs 

Winter Theatre School 
 

Saturday classes for ages 5 and up begin  
January 5, 2019 

 
 

   Student Matinees 
 

   Sweat 
By Lynne Nottage 

 
Recommended for 

mature high school 
students 

 
10am school  
performance 

February 5, 2019  
 
 

Nina Simone: 
Four Women 
By Christina Ham 

 
Recommended for 

grade 7 and up 
 

10 am school  
performances 

March 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 
13, 14,15, 21 


